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FLIP CHARTS AND TUTORIALS
Now that you have set up your board, you may be wondering what to do with it. Flip charts is the main wayyou
will interact with your board. While you can make your own ﬂip charts, I recommend starting by down-loading
them from Promethean Planet. There are thousands made and you can customize them after down-loading.
Below is how you download ﬂip charts. Further down there is information about tu...
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MICROSOFT WORD - 1-ALBE~1.DOC
ABE Math 130 TEACHING TIPS 53Math LabsAll of the ABE Mathematics levels present opportunities to develop
math labs: a chance to demonstrate and experiment withmathematical principles (e.g. measurement and
space themes). The math lab can oﬀer an interactive learning experience, forexample, at how formulas are
developed; relationships between measurements in one, two and three dimensions; the use o...
File name: ADV ED APSE ALBE Curriculum Math 130 (from 2006).pdf
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7TH GRADE CARNEGIE MATH
Ms Tracey Miller Mrs Kasey Hampton Mrs Hayley Kissick andMrs Micah StokesCourse DescriptionCarnegie
Learning Math Series Course 2 is aligned to the Common Core StateStandards for Grade 7 There will be three
days in the classroom and two days inthe computer lab each weekThe ﬁrst part of Course 2 focuses on
proportional reasoning Students extendtheir understanding of equivalent ratios to develop an...
File name:
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NAME DATE ENRICHMENT
7.2An Experiment that Adds UpConduct this probability experiment with a partner.Each of you needs a number
cube, labeled 16. Roll your number cubes at the same time. The outcome of each roll is the sum of the two
numbers that are on the top faces of your cubes. Roll your cubes together 50 times. Record each outcome in
the tally chart below. Number of Outcome Tally of Occurrences Occurrences 2 Tal...
File name: 7_2.pdf
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